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Accounting for Nonfinancial ManagersCorporate
Finance: The BasicsCorporate Finance, Fourth
Canadian EditionCorporate
FinanceEntrepreneurshipFUNDAMENTALS OF
CORPORATE FINANCE OLP WITH ETEXT, GLOBAL
EDITION.EconomicsFundamentals of Corporate
Finance 4th Edition Asia EditionCorporate Finance,
Student Value EditionFundamentals of Corporate
FinanceSolutions Manual for Corporate
FinanceCORPORATE FINANCE, GLOBAL EDITION, 4/E
12 MONTHS.Fundamentals of Corporate Finance

Corporate Finance, Third Canadian
Edition, Loose Leaf Version
Combining respected authors with a problem solving
approach. This edition of Fundamentals of Corporate
Finance continues to use guided problem solutions to
help students apply problems solving methodology
and real life financial problems help students practice
and connect to real world financial decisions. With
updated standards, examples, exercises and statistics
and common mistake boxes students are provided
with a current text that enables them to build
knowledge while building their problem solving and
decision making skills.

PEARSON MYLAB FINANCE WITH
PEARSON ETEXT - INSTANT ACCESS - FOR
CORPORATE FINANCE, GLOBAL EDITION.
This essential companion to the text provides
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detailed, accuracy-verified, class-tested solutions to
every chapter problem. All the solutions, like the
problems themselves, were written by the textbook
authors. Scrutiny by Timothy Sullivan, Bentley
University, and Mark Simonson, Arizona State
University, guarantees unparalleled quality.
Spreadsheet solutions to select chapter problems and
Data Cases are available on the Instructor's Resource
CD-ROM.

Corporate Finance
This international finance textbook integrates cases
and text to deliver a hands-on, problem-solving
approach based on sound financial theory. Features: *
Emphasizes how to be an international financial
manager, with a special discussion at the end of
every chapter - Implications for Managers. This
discussion explains how the chapter concepts affect
financial decisions. * More than just a case book, the
text chapters are fully developed. The extensive
problems and end-of-chapter material can be used
separately from the cases providing flexibility for
undergraduate and graduate curriculums. * Cases,
problem sets, and examples are integrated with each
chapter, immersing students in real business
situations. * Each case supplies the institutional
background and data necessary to analyze a variety
of alternatives and to determine the tradeoffs
represented by choosing among them. Cases are from
the most well-respected sources - Darden, Harvard,
and the International Institute for Management
Development. * The text emphasizes risk
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management, especially in Chapters 4 through 7,
providing both the theory and detailed examples in an
area important for today's manager. * As an example
of

MYFINANCELAB WITH PEARSON ETEXT INSTANT ACCESS -FOR CORPORATE
FINANCE
An emphasis on modern theory blended with practice
elevates students' financial decision making. Using
the valuation framework based on the Law of One
Price, top researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter
DeMarzo have set the new canon for corporate
finance textbooks. Corporate Finance, 5th Edition
blends coverage of time-tested principles and the
latest advancements with the practical perspective of
the financial manager. Students have the opportunity
to "practice finance to learn finance" by solving
quantitative business problems like those faced by
today's professionals. With built-in resources to help
students master the core concepts, students develop
the tools they need to make sound financial decisions
in their careers. For a streamlined book specifically
tailored to the topics covered in the first onesemester course, Corporate Finance: The Core, 5th
Edition is also available by Jonathan Berk and Peter
DeMarzo. For MBA/graduate students taking a course
in corporate finance. Pearson eText is a simple-to-use,
mobile-optimized, personalized reading experience
that can be adopted on its own as the main course
material. It lets students highlight, take notes, and
review key vocabulary all in one place, even when
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offline. Seamlessly integrated videos and other rich
media engage students and give them access to the
help they need, when they need it. Educators can
easily customize the table of contents, schedule
readings and share their own notes with students so
they see the connection between their eText and
what they learn in class -- motivating them to keep
reading, and keep learning. And, reading analytics
offer insight into how students use the eText, helping
educators tailor their instruction. NOTE: This ISBN is
for the Pearson eText access card. For students
purchasing this product from an online retailer,
Pearson eText is a fully digital delivery of Pearson
content and should only be purchased when required
by your instructor. In addition to your purchase, you
will need a course invite link, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson eText.

CORPORATE FINANCE, MYFINANCELAB
OLP WITH ETEXT, GLOBAL EDITION.
Corporate Finance
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor
to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of the MyLab(TM)and Mastering(TM)
platforms exist for each title, and registrations are not
transferable. To register for and use MyLab or
Mastering, you may also need a Course ID, which your
instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and
purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson, the
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access codes for the MyLab platform may not be
included, may be incorrect, or may be previously
redeemed. Check with the seller before completing
your purchase. For MBA/graduate students taking a
course in corporate finance. This ISBN is for the
MyLab combo card, which includes the MyLab access
card, Pearson eText, and loose-leaf print edition
(delivered by mail). An emphasis on modern theory
blended with practice elevates students' financial
decision making Using the valuation framework based
on the Law of One Price, top researchers Jonathan
Berk and Peter DeMarzo have set the new canon for
corporate finance textbooks. Corporate Finance, 5th
Edition blends coverage of time-tested principles and
the latest advancements with the practical
perspective of the financial manager. Students have
the opportunity to "practice finance to learn finance"
by solving quantitative business problems like those
faced by today's professionals. With built-in resources
to help students master the core concepts, students
develop the tools they need to make sound financial
decisions in their careers. For a streamlined book
specifically tailored to the topics covered in the first
one-semester course, Corporate Finance: The Core,
5th Edition is also available by Jonathan Berk and
Peter DeMarzo. Personalize learning with MyLab
Finance By combining trusted author content with
digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab
personalizes the learning experience and improves
results for each student.Auto-graded Excel Projects
and critical-thinking exercises help foster real-world
skills.
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Corporate Finance
Corporate Finance Workbook
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in
corporate finance. An Emphasis on Core Financial
Principles to Elevate Individuals' Financial Decision
Making Using the unifying valuation framework based
on the Law of One Price, top researchers Jonathan
Berk and Peter DeMarzo have set the new canon for
corporate finance textbooks. Corporate Finance
blends coverage of time-tested principles and the
latest advancements with the practical perspective of
the financial manager, so students have the
knowledge and tools they need to make sound
financial decisions in their careers. For a streamlined
book specifically tailored to the topics covered in the
first one-semester course, Corporate Finance: The
Core is also available by Jonathan Berk and Peter
DeMarzo. Note: You are purchasing a standalone
product; MyFinanceLabTM does not come packaged
with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing
this title with MyFinanceLab, ask your instructor for
the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and MyFinanceLab, search for:
0134408896 / 9780134408897 Corporate Finance
Plus MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card
Package Package consists of: 013408327X /
9780134083278 Corporate Finance 0134099176 /
9780134099170 MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -Page 7/23
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Access Card -- for Corporate Finance

Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Directed primarily toward graduate/MBA
students, this text also provides practical content to
current and aspiring industry professionals. Berk and
DeMarzo's Corporate Finance uses a unifying
valuation framework, the Law Of One Price, to present
both core content and new ideas. For a more
comprehensive book, Corporate Finance, is also
available by Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo.

Swedish Glossary for Corporate Finance
Financial Management
The workbook to accompany Corporate Finance: A
Practical Approach, Second Edition

PEARSON MYLAB FINANCE WITH
PEARSON ETEXT - INSTANT ACCESS - FOR
FUNDAMENTALS OF CORPORATE
FINANCE,.. GLOBAL EDITION.
Reach every student by pairing this text with MyLab
Finance MyLab (TM) is the teaching and learning
platform that empowers you to reach every student.
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By combining trusted author content with digital tools
and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the
learning experience and improves results for each
student.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CORPORATE
FINANCE, GLOBAL EDITION,3/E 12
MONTHS.
KEY BENEFIT: Fundamentals of Corporate Finance's
applied perspective cements students' understanding
of the modern-day core principles by equipping
students with a problem-solving methodology and
profiling real-life financial management practices, all
within a clear valuation framework. Financial
statement analysis, the valuation principles, NPV and
the time value of money, interest rates, bonds,
investment decision rules, capital budgeting, valuing
stocks, debt financing, payout policy, financial
planning, insurance and risk management, and
international corporate finance. MARKET: For business
professionals seeking to understand the basic
principles of corporate finance.

(AUS) PEARSON MYLAB FINANCE WITH
PEARSON ETEXTINSTANT ACCESS - FOR
CORPORATE FINANCE, GLOBAL EDITION.
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in
corporate finance. An Emphasis on Core Financial
Principles to Elevate Individuals’ Financial Decision
Making Berk and DeMarzo's Corporate Finance uses a
unifying valuation framework, the Law Of One Price,
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to present the core content instructors expect, the
new ideas they want, and the pedagogy their
students need to succeed. Corporate Finance: The
Core fits programs and individual professors who
desire a streamlined book that is specifically tailored
to the topics covered in the first one-semester course.
For programs and professors who would like to use a
text in a two semester, or more, sequence, please see
Corporate Finance, the 31-chapter book also by
Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo. MyFinanceLab™
not included. Students, if MyFinanceLab is a
recommended/mandatory component of the course,
please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and
course ID. MyFinanceLab should only be purchased
when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact
your Pearson representative for more information.
MyFinanceLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment product designed to personalize learning
and improve results. With a wide range of interactive,
engaging, and assignable activities, students are
encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course
concepts.

CORPORATE FINANCE
0134426797 / 9780134426792 Corporate Finance,
Student Value Edition Plus MyFinanceLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package 4/e Package
consists of: 0134099176 / 9780134099170
MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for
Corporate Finance 4/e 0134101448 / 9780134101446
Corporate Finance, Student Value Edition 4/e "
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MYFINANCELAB WITH PEARSON ETEXT INSTANT ACCESS -FOR CORPORATE
FINANCE, GLOBAL EDITION.
Dual Momentum Investing: An Innovative
Strategy for Higher Returns with Lower
Risk
The Leadership Challenge
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in
corporate finance. Using the unifying valuation
framework based on the Law of One Price, top
researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo set the
new standard for corporate finance
textbooks.Corporate Financeblends coverage of timetested principles and the latest advancements with
the practical perspective of the financial manager.
With this ideal melding of the core with modern
topics, innovation with proven pedagogy, Berk and
DeMarzo establish the new canon in finance. The
second edition reflects the constantly changing world
of finance, including information on the financial crisis
of 2007, new behavioral finance research, and
updated practitioner interviews. For programs and
professors who would like a streamlined book that is
specifically tailored to the topics covered in the first
one-semester course,Corporate Finance: The
Core2ndedition is also available by Jonathan Berk and
Peter DeMarzo.
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Corporate Finance, The Core
The Business Writer's Handbook
Now in its 10th edition, Economics by Sloman, Garratt
& Guest is known and loved for its active learning,
student-friendly approach and unrivalled lecturer and
student support. Retaining all the hall mark features
of previous editions, it continues to provide a
balanced, comprehensive and completely up-to-date
introduction to the world of economics.

Corporate Finance
*Algorithmically Generated Values - exercises are
taken directly from your textbook's end-of-chapter
exercises and enhanced with algorithmically
generated values

Corporate Finance: The Core, Global
Edition
Using the unifying valuation framework based on the
Law of One Price, Corporate Finance, Fourth Canadian
Edition, blends coverage of time-tested principles and
the latest advancements with the practical
perspective of the financial manager. With this ideal
melding of the core with modern topics, innovation
with proven pedagogy, renowned researchers Berk,
DeMarzo and Stangeland establish the new canon in
finance. KEY TOPICS: The Corporation;Introduction to
Financial Statement Analysis;Arbitrage and Financial
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Decision Making;The Time Value of Money;Interest
Rates;Valuing Bonds;Valuing Stocks;Investment
Decision Rules;Fundamentals of Capital
Budgeting;Capital Markets and the Pricing of
Risk;Optimal Portfolio Choice and the Capital Asset
Pricing Model;Estimating the Cost of Capital;Investor
Behaviour and Capital Market Efficiency;Financial
Options;Option Valuation;Real Options;Capital
Structure in a Perfect Market;Debt and
Taxes;Financial Distress, Managerial Incentives, and
Information;Payout Policy;Capital Budgeting and
Valuation with Leverage;Valuation and Financial
Modeling: A Case Study;The Mechanics of Raising
Equity Capital;Debt Financing;Leasing;Working Capital
Management;Short-Term Financial Planning;Mergers
and Acquisitions;Corporate Governance;Risk
Management;International Corporate Finance
MARKET: Appropriate for Undergraduate Corporate
Finance Courses.

Personality Pearson Etext Access Card
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in
corporate finance. Using the unifying valuation
framework based on the Law of One Price, top
researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo set the
new standard for corporate finance textbooks.
Corporate Finance blends coverage of time-tested
principles and the latest advancements with the
practical perspective of the financial manager. With
this ideal melding of the core with modern topics,
innovation with proven pedagogy, Berk and DeMarzo
establish the new canon in finance. The second
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edition reflects the constantly changing world of
finance, including information on the recent financial
crisis, new behavioral finance research, and updated
practitioner interviews.

International Corporate Finance
Corporate Finance Pearson Etext Access
Card
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
For undergraduate courses in corporate finance or
financial management. Help readers practice and
connect to real-world financial decisions
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance offers a practical
introduction to modern-day core principles, arming
readers with a problem-solving methodology, real-life
financial management practices, and an overarching
valuation framework that they can apply in their
future careers. Updated with new examples,
exercises, and statistics, the 4th Edition gives
individuals the opportunity to practice and apply
concepts, while connecting them to the latest
financial issues and policy in today's world of
business. Also available with MyLab Finance
MyLab(tm) Finance is an online homework, tutorial,
and assessment program designed to work with this
text to engage students and improve results. Within
its structured environment, students practice what
they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a
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personalized study plan that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts.
Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyLab & Mastering does not come packaged with this
content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title
with MyLab & Mastering, ask your instructor for the
correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both the
physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for:
0134641698 / 9780134641690 Fundamentals of
Corporate Finance Plus MyLab Finance with Pearson
eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0134475569 / 9780134475561 Fundamentals of
Corporate Finance 0134476441 / 9780134476445
MyLab Finance with Pearson eText -- Access Card -for Fundamentals of Corporate Finance

Corporate Finance Mylab Finance Combo
Access Card
The Essentials of Finance and Accounting
for Nonfinancial Managers
Corporate Finance: The Basics
More than just a guide, The Business Writer’s
Handbook places writing in a real-world context with
quick and easy access to hundreds of business writing
topics and scores of sample documents. Its dedicated
author team — with decades of combined academic
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and professional experience — has created a
comprehensive reference tool for students and
professionals alike, with extensive coverage of
grammar, usage, and style. Always anticipating the
needs of today’s business writers, the ninth edition
includes expanded coverage of audience and context,
and reflects the impact that e-mail and technology
have had on workplace communication. An integrated
companion Web site works together with the text to
offer additional resources with the same clarity of
instruction.

Corporate Finance, Fourth Canadian
Edition
Corporate Finance
Entrepreneurship
The investing strategy that famously generates higher
returns with substantially reduced risk--presented by
the investor who invented it "A treasure of well
researched momentum-driven investing processes."
Gregory L. Morris, Chief Technical Analyst and
Chairman, Investment Committee of Stadion Money
Management, LLC, and author of Investing with the
Trend Dual Momentum Investing details the author’s
own momentum investing method that combines U.S.
stock, world stock, and aggregate bond indices--a
formula proven to dramatically increase profits while
lowering risk. Antonacci reveals how momentum
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investors could have achieved long-run returns nearly
twice as high as the stock market over the past 40
years, while avoiding or minimizing bear market
losses--and he provides the information and insight
investors need to achieve such success going
forward. His methodology is designed to pick up on
major changes in relative strength and market trend.
Gary Antonacci has over 30 years experience as an
investment professional focusing on under exploited
investment opportunities. In 1990, he founded
Portfolio Management Consultants, which advises
private and institutional investors on asset allocation,
portfolio optimization, and advanced momentum
strategies. He writes and runs the popular blog and
website optimalmomentum.com. Antonacci earned
his MBA at Harvard.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CORPORATE
FINANCE OLP WITH ETEXT, GLOBAL
EDITION.
"Filled with crystal-clear examples, the book helps
you understand: balance sheets and income/cash flow
statements; annual reports; fixed-cost and variablecost issues; financial analysis, budgeting, and
forecasting; and much more"--Back cover.

Economics
The most trusted source of leadership wisdom,
updated to address today's realities The Leadership
Challenge is the gold-standard manual for effective
leadership, grounded in research and written by the
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premier authorities in the field. With deep insight into
the complex interpersonal dynamics of the workplace,
this book positions leadership both as a skill to be
learned, and as a relationship that must be nurtured
to reach its full potential. This new sixth edition has
been revised to address current challenges, and
includes more international examples and a laser
focus on business issues; you'll learn how
extraordinary leaders accomplish extraordinary
things, and how to develop your leadership skills and
style to deliver quality results every time. Engaging
stories delve into the fundamental roles that great
leaders fulfill, and simple frameworks provide a
primer for those who seek continuous improvement;
by internalizing key insights and putting concepts into
action, you'll become a more effective, more
impactful leader. A good leader gets things done; a
great leader aspires, inspires, and achieves more.
This book highlights the differences between good
and great, and shows you how to bridge the chasm
between getting things done and making things
happen. Gain deep insight into leadership's critical
role in organizational health Navigate the shift toward
team-oriented work relationships Motivate and inspire
to break through the pervasive new cynicism
Leverage the electronic global village to deliver better
results Business is evolving at an increasingly rapid
rate, and leaders must keep pace with the changes or
risk stagnation. People work differently, are motivated
differently, and have different expectations
today—business as usual is quickly losing its
effectiveness. The Leadership Challenge helps you
stay current, relevant, and effective in the modern
workplace.
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Fundamentals of Corporate Finance 4th
Edition Asia Edition
Corporate Finance, Student Value Edition
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance's applied
perspective cements students' understanding of the
modern-day core principles by equipping students
with a problem-solving methodology and profiling reallife financial management practices--all within a clear
valuation framework. KEY TOPICS: Corporate Finance
and the Financial Manager;Introduction to Financial
Statement Analysis;The Valuation Principle: The
Foundation of Financial Decision Making;The Time
Value of Money;Interest Rates;Bonds;Valuing
Stocks;Investment Decision Rules;Fundamentals of
Capital Budgeting;Risk and Return in Capital
Markets;Systematic Risk and the Equity Risk
Premium;Determining the Cost of Capital;Risk and the
Pricing of Options;Raising Equity Capital;Debt
Financing;Capital Structure;Payout Policy;Financial
Modeling and Pro Forma Analysis;Working Capital
Management;Short-Term Financial Planning;Risk
Management;International Corporate Finance;
Leasing;Mergers and Acquisitions;Corporate
Governance MARKET: Appropriate for Undergraduate
Corporate Finance courses.

Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
Corporate Finance: The Basics is a concise
introduction to the inner workings of finance at the
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company level. It aims to take the fear out of
corporate finance and add the fun in, presenting the
subject in a way that is simple to grasp and easy to
digest. Its aim is to explain – and demystify – the
essential ideas of corporate finance, avoiding the
heavy use of maths and formulae. The calculations
and figures in the book are purely to illustrate
fundamental concepts, appealing to readers’ common
sense, rather than stretch their ability to do "numbercrunching". Topics covered include: Financial
statements through the corporate finance lens How to
make investment decisions Cash versus profit Net
working capital management How to determine the
value of a business Through the use of a subject map,
this book explains how the key components of the
subject are connected with each other, strengthening
the reader’s understanding. This book is the ideal
introduction for anyone looking for a short yet
scholarly overview of corporate finance.

Solutions Manual for Corporate Finance
A practical guidebook for people interested in starting
a business with comprehensive coverage of all
aspects of starting, running and growing a business.
This book includes everything needed to launch a
successful business now--expert strategies, up-todate trends, business planning guidance, and
inspiring real-world case studies, along with
worksheets and critical thinking exercises to help
would-be entrepreneurs be successful.

CORPORATE FINANCE, GLOBAL EDITION,
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4/E 12 MONTHS.
An emphasis on modern theory blended with practice
elevates students' financial decision making. Using
the valuation framework based on the Law of One
Price, top researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter
DeMarzo have set the new canon for corporate
finance textbooks. Corporate Finance: The Core, 5th
Edition blends coverage of time-tested principles and
the latest advancements with the practical
perspective of the financial manager. Students have
the opportunity to "practice finance to learn finance"
by solving quantitative business problems like those
faced by today's professionals. With built-in resources
to help students master the core concepts, students
develop the tools they need to make sound financial
decisions in their careers. Corporate Finance: The
Core, 5th Edition fits programs and individual
professors who desire a streamlined book that is
specifically tailored to the topics covered in the first
one-semester course. For those who would like to use
a text in a two semester, or more course, please see
Corporate Finance, 5th Edition by the same authors.
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in
corporate finance. Pearson eText is a simple-to-use,
mobile-optimized, personalized reading experience
that can be adopted on its own as the main course
material. It lets students highlight, take notes, and
review key vocabulary all in one place, even when
offline. Seamlessly integrated videos and other rich
media engage students and give them access to the
help they need, when they need it. Educators can
easily customize the table of contents, schedule
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readings and share their own notes with students so
they see the connection between their eText and
what they learn in class -- motivating them to keep
reading, and keep learning. And, reading analytics
offer insight into how students use the eText, helping
educators tailor their instruction. NOTE: This ISBN is
for the Pearson eText access card. For students
purchasing this product from an online retailer,
Pearson eText is a fully digital delivery of Pearson
content and should only be purchased when required
by your instructor. In addition to your purchase, you
will need a course invite link, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson eText.

Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in
corporate finance. This Global Edition has been edited
to include enhancements making it more relevant to
students outside the United States. Using the unifying
valuation framework based on the Law of One Price,
top researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo set
the new standard for corporate finance textbooks.
"Corporate finance" blends coverage of time-tested
principles and the latest advancements with the
practical perspective of the financial manager. With
this ideal melding of the core with modern topics,
innovation with proven pedagogy, Berk and DeMarzo
establish the new canon in finance. For programs and
professors who would like a streamlined book that is
specifically tailored to the topics covered in the first
one-semester course.
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